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Compact Laboratory  
Balance KERN PCB 2000-1

Platform scale 
KERN EOE 60K-2L

Pallet truck scale 
KERN VHB 2T1

+ Pallet truck scale with complete
protection against dust and water
splashes IP65/67 and a memory
for a container weight

+ PRE-TARE function for manual
subtraction of a known container
weight, useful for checking
fill-levels

Crane Scale 
KERN HFM 10T1

+ Robust industrial crane scale with
bright LED display for optimum
reading in unfavourable ambient
conditions

+ Adaptation of the readout to
unstable environmental conditions
at the push of a button (you can
select between 3 levels)

+ The standard in the laboratory,
ideal for a wide range of applica-
tions for Industry 4.0

+ Industry 4.0: The integrated KERN
Universal Port (KUP) allows the
connection of external KUP inter-
face adapters such as RS-232,
USB, Bluetooth, WLAN, Analogue,
Ethernet etc.

+ Parcel scales with big platform
for fast and easy weighing in the
office, production, dispatch etc.

+ Hold function: When the weighing
conditions are unstable, a stable
weight is calculated determining
an average value

Platform scale 
KERN EOB 35K10

+ Professional model with counting
resolution 60.000 points

+ Precise counting: The automatic
reference weight optimisation
of reference weight gradually
improves the average piece
weight value

+ Allround parcel scale with robust
stainless steel weighing plate

+ Weighing plate stainless steel,
painted steel base

+ Simple and convenient 4-key
operation

+ Wall mount for display device,
standard

Counting scale 
KERN CPB 30K 0.5N

Platform scale  
KERN IOC 30K-4

+ Allround platform scale with a
wide range of communication
options, verification optional

+ Industry 4.0: A wide range of
(optional) data interfaces allows
easy transfer of weighing data to
tablets, laptops, PCs, networks,
smartphones, printers, etc.

+ Allround platform scale with a
wide range of communication
options, verification optional

+ Industry 4.0: A wide range of
(optional) data interfaces allows
easy transfer of weighing data to
tablets, laptops, PCs, networks,
smartphones, printers, etc.

Platform scale  
KERN IOC 30K-3M 

Promotion period 01.09.–31.10.2023 | Available 
immediately. Subject to prior sale, only while stocks last.
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